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PREFACE

While the commercial aquaculture industry is growing and

considerable aquaculture research is undext.-ay, there are many

unanswered aquaculture economics questions. The way in which

economists become involved in aquaculture research could have a

ma]or impact on. research results and eventually upon the ultimate

success of the aquaculture industry.

Concern over aquaculture economi.cs and the economists' role in

aquaculture research resulted in a one-day workshop in Atlanta,

Georgia on April 23, l976.

The ultimate purpose of this effort was to improve the economic

relevance of aquaculture research.

Workshop participants attempted to answer the following questions:

l. When should economists get involved in aquaculture research'? and

2. Whet can and should economists do to help . Several papers were

presented and disc~seed. Extensive notes were taken during the group

discussions and subsequent' workshop session. These notes were summarised

by a select committee who then reported back to the group as a whole for

final modification.

This report represents substantive agreement among workshop

participants. The ma]or issues are presented in the body of the report,

The workshop agenda and supporting documents are provided in the Appendix.



INTRODUCTION

The aquaculture economics research workshop had three overall

ob]ectives:

1. Contribute to economic relevance of aquaculture research,

2. Broaden economists contribution to aquaculture research, end

3. Contribute to improved performance of aquaculture economics

research,

Focus was provt.ded by the presentation of three papers:

Sea Grant Funded Research in Aquaculture Economics,

2. Economics Research Needs from the Industry View, and

3. Economic Research Needs from the Academic View.

The latter two papers were discussed by three panelists each and by

participants in general. Following these discussions the 33 workshop

participants discussed aquaculture economics research needs. These dis-
cussions are summarired here under seven headings. There is also a shor~

statement on the opportunities for communication and cooperation in aqua-

culture economics research. This statement also resuLted from discussio~-

among workshop participants.



AQUACULTURE ECCNOHICS RESEARCH NEEDS

Ln general, partfcfpants concluded that economists should play a larger
role in aquaculture research, should become more involved in research
planning, research management and should study institutions, regulations
and policy as it influences the economics of aquaculture. Further, it was
concluded that economic feasibility studies are essential.

Economic Feasibilit Research

The tz'aditional role of economists has been to project costs and returns
for an assumed size and type of aquaculture venture. These projections are
usually made after the biological and or engineering research has been
initiated, and usually at the dfscretfon of the natural scientists in charge.
This type of economic research wflL continue to be valuable since new systems,
species and sizes of aquaculture ventures are constantly being tested. How-
ever, economic feasibility estimates provfde only gross fndications of ulti-
maee feasibility, given the sometimes heroic assumptions that must be made.

.tore than one projection of economic feasibility can be justified for
most aquaculture research projects. As the project progresses, old assumptions
can be modified, new price and cost fnformatfon can be acquired and costs
and returns projected on a frequent if not continuous basis.

The economist  unless he administezs the project! must not be placed
fn a position of causing the prof ect to be shut down, simply because the
project does not currently appear to be economically feasible. If the econo-

is in such a posftfon, he will not be. a welcome member of the research
team and may not be able to assist the research in the most efficient and



honest manner. The economist can help steer the program on the course

leading to economic improvement and ultimately commercial success.

Demand and Su lv Research

Assumptions about the ultimate product price is one of many often. made

in determining economic feasibility. Usually, current market price for the

closest aquaculture product substitute available is used. This ignores

the price effect of product differences, price elasticity and income elasticity.

The price depressing effect of product supply increases from aquaculture can

be subs t antial .

Futhermore, the cost inflating effect of using up scarce aquaculture

resources  clean water, lease areas, waste disposal permits, trained

aquaculture technicians, etc.! can signi,ficantly impact economic feasibility

A significant commitment over many years to research on product and factor

prices will be necessary if the quality of economic feasibility projections

is to be improved. This type of research will require very little interaction

between the aquaculture researcher and economist. 'However, it may require sub-

stantial interaction between the economist, industry and government.

Research Plannin

The economist should be a member of the research team from the earliest

p' anring for aquaculture research through the commercial implementation. The

economist can provide guidance in terms of research met.hods, data needs,

optimal timing, systems analysis, etc., all of which can move the project

more efficiently toward real world economic feasibility.



Research Nana ement

The economist should provide continuous assr,stance in the conduct and

organization of aquaculture research. The economist can develop partial
or full scale models of the aquaculture system. identify criticaL research
paths, test the sensitivity of production variables, develop benefit/cost
analyses, analyze project management procedures, etc.

These activities will contribute to more efficient aquaculture research
better focused toward commercial vi.ability. However, it i.s important to
recognize that some aquaculture research which doesn't Lead to commercial
viability is also important.

Economic Im act of Institutions and Re ulations

Aquaculture is a growing industry in the United States, using an increas-
ing variety and quanti.ty of common property resources. As aquaculture has

developed, regulations and institutions not designed to cope with this industry
have affected development. Studies are needed to address the economic

impact of regulations and institutions on the development of aquaculture.
It is also necessary to anaLyze the kinds of institutions and regula-

tions that are needed to enhance aquaculture development consistent with
the other needs of society.

The development of aquaculture  brought about in part by aquaculture
research! is causing a reallocation of many scarce public resources and could
have a major distributional impact  demographic and geographic! upon incomes-
For example. use of coastal land and estuaries for private aquaculture bene-
f«s the aquaculturists and aquacultured food consumers but reduces potential



benefits eo recreationises.

Before aquaculture develops much further, it will be productive to

examine the policy implications for the use of these public resources

and determine whether public welfare is increased or decreased th~ough aqua-

culture development.

Other Needs

As new aquaculture firms become established. and grow, their research

needs change. Basic r.esearch on production systems, viable species and re-

production should give way to development of new knowledge on management,

marketing, disease diagnosis, etc. awhile government and academia can help

develop this new knowledge, they can. also provide some of the management

training, diagnostic and other services that are usually slow to develop in

small food production industries.

0 ortunities for Communication and
Coo eration in A uaculture Economics

Research

Communication and cooperation between social and natural science

researchers is needed and should be enhanced. The need is often greatest

within a project or an agency.

Institutions which have ongoing aquaculture research should fund an

internal extension  advisory! activity for economists. Release time and

financial support as well as ehe other institutional rewards  recognition,

salary enhancement, prestige, etc.! may be required to encourage research

planning, research management, markeeing and other assistance from economists.

The same type of supported communication and cooperation should exist

among agencies and academic institutions. Certain economists could become



recogni ed as expert "consultants" on squacultural economics, locally
and regionally.

Finally, the Office of Sea Grant needs to make its information
system available and convenient to researchers so that each can be
regularly apprised of who is doing what in aquaculture economics.



APPENDIX I

AgUACUI.TURE ECONOMICS RESEARCH WORKSHOP AGENDA

April 23, 1976

8;3O A.H. - Introduction � Ken Roberts, Clemson University

Sea Grant Funded Research in Aquaculture Economics
Fred Smith, Office of Sea Grant

Paper:8:45

Economics Research Needs from the Industry Viev
William NcCrath, Ralston Purina, Inc.

� Paper'.9.00

Economic Research Needs
Paul Sandifer, S. C. Marine Resources Research Inst.
Ronald J. Webber', Groton BioIndustries Development Co.
Dave Adams, Coastal Zone Resource Corporation

� Panel:9:15

- Break

Economic Research Needs from the Academic View
Dick Johnston, Oregon State University

- Paper:10:30

Economic Research Needs
Robert Shleser, Office of Sea Grant
John Gates, University of Rhode Island
Wade Griffin, Texas ASN University

� Panel:1O:45

Lunchll: 45

1;00 P,N, - Workshop: Develop a Document Indicating When and How
Economists Should Get into Aquaculture Research
Planning, Proposal Development and Aquaculture
Research�
Bill Shav, Office of Sea Grant

2:30

2:45

4:15 Workshop Reports � Bill Shaw

Concluding Remarks and Ad!ourn � Ken Roberts5:00

Break

Workshop Develop a Document Indicating Opportunities for
Inter-institutional, interdisciplinary and jor
Regionally Coordinated Aquaculture Economics Re 'earch
Fred Smith, Office of Sea Grant



APPENDIX ZI

Zmu'ZO PARTrCZX'~S

AQUACULTURZ ECONOMICS RES EARTH WORXS HOP

April 23, l976, Atlant.a, Geargia



Dave A. Adams
Coastal Zone Resource Corporation
4505 Franklin Avenue
Wilmington, V. C. 29401

P. Geoffrey Allen
Dept. Food and Resources Economics
Draper Hall
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01002

413/545-2390

Lee G. Anderson
College of Marine Studies
University of Delaware
Vewark, Delaware 19711

302/738-1212

James W. Ayers
Rm. 147, Post Office 4 Courts Bldg.
600 Rest Capitol Avenue
Little Rock, Arkansas 12201

501/378-5888

James C. Cato
1170 McCarty Hall
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32601

904/392-4992

Paul M. Chapman, PE
Box 251 Blueberry Lane
Peterhoro, N,H.

885 � 3771

James E. Easley, Jr.
N,C. State University
3108-A.D.H. Hill Library
Raleigh, N.C. 27607

919/737-2472

John Gates
Resource Economics Dept.
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, R.I. 02881



Wade Griffin
Department of Ag. Economics
Texas ASM University
Co11ege Station, Texas 77843
Leigh Hammond
N.C.S.U.

133 � 1911 Bldg.
Raleigh, N.C. 27607

James Z. Heerin, Jr.
813 Carolina Street
Key West, Florida 33040

Richard S. Johnston
Dept. of Agricultural and Res. Eco.
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331

John Dale  Zach! Lea
Sea Grant Adivsory Services
P. O. Box 4557
Biloxi, Mississippi 39561
David S. Liao
Marine Resources Research Lab .
S.C. Wildlife and Marine Resouz'ces Center
P. 0. Box 12559
Charleston, S.C. 29412

William S. McGrath
Ralston Purina, Inc.
New Venture Management
900 Checkerboard Square
St, Louis, MO 63188

Blair M. McGugan
Center for Policy Alternatives
Massachusetts institute of Technology
Building K40-250
Cambridge, MA 02139

Thomas H. Muller
P. 0. Drawer 1734
Atlanta, Georgia 30301
Jack C. Parker
Center for Marine Resources
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843



Fred J. Prochaska

1170 NcCarty Hall
University of Florida
Gainesville, FLorida 32601

William L. Rickards
UNC Sea Grant Program
1235 Burlington Labs
N.S. State University
Raleigh, N.C. 27607

919/737-2454 or 2455

Kenneth J. Roberts
S.C. WildLife and Narine Resources Center

P. 0. Box 12559

Charleston, S.C. 29412

803/795-6350

Paul Sandifer

Marine Resources Research Institute

P. O. Box 12559

Charleston, S.C. 29412

803/795-6350

Francis Schuler
Office of Marine Resources

NOAA
Rockville, ND 20852

301/443-8053

David Sevit
Red lobster Irma of America
P. 0. Box 13330

Orlando, Florida 32809

Bill Shaw
Office of Sea Grant

NOAA Marine Advisory Service
3300 Whitehaven Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20235

202/634-4132

Robert Shleser

Office of Sea Grant

3300 Whitehaven Street, V.W.
Washington, D.C. 20235

202/634-4l25
� 12-



Frederic.ck J. Smith
National Sea Grant Office
3300 Whitehaven Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20235

202/634-4125

Leah J. Smith

Woods Hole Oceanographic Znstitute
Woods Hole, MA 02543

James J. Sullivan
Sea Grant College Program, A-032
University of California, San Diego
San Diego, CA 92093

714/452-4440

John E. Waldrop
Dept. of Agricultural Economics
Mississippi State University
P.O. Bax 5187
Mississippi State, MS 39762
325-2750

Ronald J. Webber
Graton Biarndustries Development Co.
P. 0, Bax 517
Grotan, MA 01450

6I,7/448-5916
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AP P END IX I I I

AQUACULTURE ECONOMICS WORK

Frederick J. Smith

Associate Program Director
National Sea Grant Program

When the National Sea Grant Program was enacted by Congress,

aquaculture was the only research area specifically designated in the

legislation. It has been and continues to be a major segment of Sea Grant:

FY 71 FY 72 FY 73 FY 74 FY 75

Aquaculture funding in $'.i
No. Institutions with Aqua. projects
No. proj ects
Aqua. funding as Z of all grants

1.7 1.6 2.6 3.2 3.2

24 22 24 19 24

28 54 74 86 72

13.8 10.l 14.3 17.3 15

In addition to the current projects classified under aquaculture, there

are ll closely related and 21 terminated  completed! projects. There are

7 proj ects that are clearly economics oriented and several others that

have economics elements. There are two legal projects, a food science

project, a course development pro,'ect and 4 extension projects in aquaculture.

We could spend considerable time discussing the aquaculture projects in

general, but our purposes vill be best served by focusing on the few current

aquaculture economics projects.

The first is a project at OSU in which I am involved with Dick Johnston

and Don Langmo. The title of the project is "Feasibility of Production

and Narketing of Seafoods Reared by Aquaculture." Emphasis is on salmon

and oysters and the r'esearch is highly integrated with the. biological,

nutritional and engineering work on these two products at OSU. A production

cost analysis of oyster aquaculture based upon laboratory data has been

completed. A similar analysis based on commercial operations is now un"erway.



Production cost analysis on pond cultured salmon based on commercial
operations is also underway. A cost analysis of culturing Brine shrimp
for salmon food has been initiated. Data are being collected for a demand
analysis of yearling salmon.

Another closely related, and in fact, cooperative study is entitled,
"Economic Feasibility of Alaska Non-Profit Salmon Aquaculture." Frank Orth
and E.T. Robinson will do an economic feasibility study on a new salmon
aquaculture operation on Prince William Sound. An interesring aspect
of this vork i.s measuring the benefits that accrue to the community at
large through stock enhancement. They will also look at community economic
impact due to increased local economi,c activity.

Warren Johnston and Geoff Allen have worked closely vith Bob Shleser
and others at Bodega Bay, California in analyzing the lobster' aquaculture
research there. They have developed a simulation  model! of a lobster
production plant and are using it to pro7ect economic feasibi.lity and more
importantly are continually identifying the most cost sensitive variables
that deserve further research. We are hoping that the model will be applied
to other aquaculture projects and are attempting to get Allen involved in
a unique pro7ect in St. Croix. Ron Webber of Groton Bio-Industries is
attempting a similar model for their operation.

Richar'd Vilstrup has vorked closely with aquaculture researchers at the
University of Wisconsin an the economics af Yellow Perch aquaculture.
Vilstrup is collecting cost of production information from the demonstration
perch farm and has looked at the processing and marketing facilities for
perch as veil as the potential demand . Ta date, most of his vork has been
descriptive.
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Reggie Bouchard is promoting blue mussel sales in New England.

Ve are hoping that some people in the University of New Hampshire

Business School will look at the short and long term impact of the in-

tensive promotional efforts of aquacultured blue mussels.

John Gates at the University of Rhode Island has analyzed the eventual

commercial feasibility of aquaculturing different species in New England.

He is currently working closely with the silo culture people looking at

various coat factors.

The University of Delaware has a continuing intensive oyster culture

research program in which economics is a small by fully integrated element.

They are now expanding a pi,lot scale oyster aquaculture operation and

have completed an engineering cost analysis.

I must also mention the contributions of Ken Roberts in South Carolina,

Lee Anderson in Miami and now Delaware and Wade Griffin at Texas A&M Uni-

versity. They have all contributed to the economics of aquaculture in a

variety of ways.

In general, past work hae emphasized partial cost and efficiency analysis

of aquaculture systems-attempting to answer the eventual economic feasibility

question. Nore recently, economists have begun to take a more compre-

hensive look at economics of aquaculture and are playing an increasing role

in directing research. We are also finally beginning to look at pricing,

market impacts, and marketing of aquaculture products.



APPENDIX LV

ECONOMICS RESEARCH NEEDS FROM THE INDUSTRY VIEW

William McGrath

Ralston Purina, Inc.

Elements of Decisions

1. Projected return on asset  ROA!

2. I.ist profile on new business � what kind?

3, Market considerations

4. Time  how long ta acquire objectives!

5. How much money?

6. Does it have a corporate fit?

Or anization and 0 eration af a Pilot Plant

l. acclimation to:

a, densities
b. feeds and feeding

-17�



Priorities in A uaculture Production

1. Seed Stock

ideal species?
how to sel,ect broodstock

maintaining a consistent supp ly

2, Pollution permits

Growout � survival � no feed rate
optimization � affect
food conversions

4. Miscellaneous

Artemia - liraited supply � costly in a pilot plant  $1 . p$9.00 /b!

Disease � wi11 happen

-18-



APP END IX V

ECONOifZC RESEARCH NEEDS EROH THE ACAOENXC V

Richard S. Johnston
Oz'egon State University

Probably the za]or reason for the recent increase in interest in aqua-
culture by researchers, especially economists, originates with the com-
mercial interests expressed by private groups and individuals, and the
parallel interests by governments. While aquacultur'e has been practiced for
centuries, this recent surge in interest can, perhaps, be explained by the
discovery by potenti,al and existing entrepreneurs that aquaculture may be a
new source of income or may serve as a replacement for their present source
of income, which could be commercial fishing from a declining stock. The
public policy interests stem, in part, from a recognition by public agencies
of the potential of aquaculture to increase the world supply of protein and/or
to supplement or rehabilitate declining natural stocks. I ~ould conjecture
that some of the commercial opportunities were made possible by the research
discoveries made by physical scientists - especially fishery biologists,
geneticists, nutritionists, etc. � operating largely out of curiosity fn what
could be called "basic research." Economists, on the other hand, have tended

to follow the requests of industry and government groups who have identified
problem areas and who seek answers to specific questions. This may be because
much of the economic analysts in aquaculture is being done by agricultural
economists with a strong problem-solving orientation. I have no quarrel with
this except to the. extent that it leads us to overlook some broader, longer-
term issues.



In this paper I would like to suggest that.'

l. university economists should not be afraid of basic research

in the area of aquaculture and, indeed,

2. whi.le the goals of university researchers exploring basic

research questions and those of governmen and commercial interests

may be different, such research may have "payoffs" to all three

groups.

In discussing these proposals I shall draw upon rather 1 mited personal

experience in the area of "aquacul.tural economics" and shall, of course,

present only my own views - views which should not be considered as repre-

sentative of those of the "university community" as a whole. I should also

point out that I do not wish to confine my remarks to Sea Grant supported

research, although I. do feel that Sea Grant's problem-solving orientation may

have provided researchers with a disincentive |n explore fundamental issues.

This seems to be changing, however.

The word "aquaculture" has been variously defined but let me use it here

to refer to "the application of a wide variety of methods devised to control

the selection and to increase the production of aquatic organisms, whether

fin fishes such as salmon, or mollusks, crustaceans, sea urchins or seaweeds" '

{2, p, 2!. This de Einition, which appears in the prospectus of an aquaculture

corporation, identifies the. important characteristic of aquaculture, that of

control. In this context control refers to the ability to make decisions

regarding grcwth rates ~ harvesting, and marketing and to make them with some

degree of certainty regarding the outcome of those decisions. The commercial

raising of oyster seed in a hatchery, for example, provides the decision-maker
different
degree of confro l than is the case when that decision-maker must rely on

-20-



harvesting in a "natural" enviz'onment.

With some exceptions, economists have focused on how this control is

excercised  in some cases they may even be concerned with how this control

should be exercised!, generally under the heading of "economic feasibility ~"
Emphasis is on estimating the costs associated with producing various

volumes under aquacultural conditions and on the demand for products so pro-
duced. Indeed, this approach characterizes my own work. In the course of

Looking at "economic feasibility" questions we may often find ourselves being
of service to a variety of "clientele groups." The commercial entrept'eneur

may find estimates of demand elasticities and cost-volume relationships valuable

to him in making decisions.  To the researcher this perceived benefit may

facilitate the acquisition of data necessary to perform the analysis.! Govern-

ment units may be assisted i.n answering questions such as how many commerciai.

licenses to issue, what fee structure to impose, etc. Ultimately, consumers

may benefit from the research, especially if it leads to increased production,

lower prices, and increased choice. I don't wish to argue that these are not

valid justifications for economic research  although a case can be made for

having such research done somewhere other than at a publically-supported universi-

ty!. Rather, I want to suggest that such justifications may lead us to accept

current institutional arrangements  price-determining processes, property rights,

legal arrangements! as either given or outside of the purview of -nalysis and,

hence, to overlook some long-run consequences of aquaculture. What phenomena

will 1ead to different forms of control and what will be the consequences on

resource a3.location of these different forms of controI? What will be the

effects of aquaculture on income. distribution in the marine environment?

-21-



Perhaps I can wake my point with an example. Qne of my own research pro-

jects involves examining the economic feasibility of an industry based

PaCifiC Salmon ranChing and/Or farming. COnaiSTent with the ob3«tiv««

the prospect, we are looking at both production costs and demand factors.

So far, so good. However, perhaps one of the most important aspects of salmon

aquacultut'e is not being researched because of the difficulty of quantifying

anticipated benefi.ts from such research. I am referring ta the consequences

of what may amount to a ma/or re-alignment of property rights in the salmon

fishery. As "applied" economists we are so accustomed to working with quanti-

fiable data that we find it eaaier to aetimare demand equatiOnS far whiCh

price, quantity, income, etc. figures are available than to develop models

which require thee we treat govetneent, property rights, etc. as ~endo annus

variables. Yet such models may generate hypotheses which, while dif f icult

to test, could improve our understanding of what consequences aquaculture Js

having and is Likely to have on commercial fishing and seafood marketing and,

hence, on resource allocation and income distribution in the seafood sector.

Can the open access or common property nature of the salmon resource be treaTed

independently of the enormous increase in salmon aquaculture both here and

abroad? Will salmon aquaculture reduce the perceived need for limited entry

programs in the fishery What are the economic forces at work to cha~ge the

presenT. structure of pro perty rights and what will this structure look like. in

twenty yearS? Despite its effiCiency aS a harveater Of Salman, the Salman trap

was outlawed in Alaska years ago because of fear of control of the industry by

a few firms: those who held strong property rights through ownership of

traps. Wil] aquaculture be characte ized by many small competing fish farmers

* t,nder the farmer. Young Salman are reLeaaed to the acean and hazv,d,
upon their return- With the latter, salmon are. raised to maturityma ur y un er en-
viromsentally cont � oiled condttions.

-22-



or will seafood Production be the responsibility of a few large firms'.

Will aquaculture relieve pressure on the ocean as a source of food or w '1

it increase pressure? Internationa] ly, what factors are associated with

comparative advantage in aquacultural production of seafoods ~

Are these "political" questions to which the economist can make no con-

tribution. I think not. Demsetz has pointed out that the structure of pro-

Perty righ«changes in response to changes in demand and tne costs associated

with defining and protecting, property rights  I!. This has been the case in

agriculture, where we moved from a hunting to a farming mode in response to

increased demand for food and opportunities to develop relatively low cost

ways of defining and protecting rights in land. '4ith present analytical

techniques available for examining "long-run" demand factors and costs of

alternative institutional arrangement, surely the economist can, through fore-

casting the nature and distribution of property rights, say something about

what the seafood production system will look like and what factors wi.ll influence

this system.

This, it seems to me, is a legitimate and entirely appropriate area of

inquiry for universiry-based marine economists. In some respects it calls on

us to behave in a way comparable to our counterparts in the physical sciences.

I, frankly, am tired of hearing politicians trot out for public ridicule the

titles of projects which seem to have no immediate payoff such as one which

researches the mating habits of some tropical insect, I suggest that, given

full information on the natute of the research, the public would not be as

critical of having public»ney devoted to such studies as some vote-seekers

would like us to believe. These projects may have no immediate monetary pay-

off and may lead to no immediate public Policy proposals but they help us

better understand the world in which we live and ~ perhaps, may say someth'ng
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about the way the world will look in the future. Similarly, the marine eco-
nomist, dzawing upon an ana3.ytical fzamework designed to help understand how
societies make choices, may, through cooperating with the geneticist, the
fisheries biologist, the oceanographer, etc. and by bzoadening his/hez analysis
to embrace changes in variables whi.ch he/she hold "fixed"  institutionaLs

arrangements, in particular!, may help us better understand changes which aze
Foing on and what we can expect our world to look like in the future. W~h is
there currently so much interest in aquaculture? Are there important shifts
taking place in property rights? If so, why? Will they continue? Wil3. an
important source of the world's protein be brine shzimp pond.s located in down-
town Detroit? The questions are endless and challenging to researchers.

But this is only part of the story. Just as these questions may be
appropriate for university researchers, they are also of interest to those
groups interested in shor't term payoff questions, Firms currently involved in
aquaculture ate discovering thar. what attracted them will actract others.
They have an i.nterest in what is Likely to happen over time. Governments are
interested in the 3.ong-term implicarions of their policies. I am not suggest-
ing that these commercial and government interests are necessary to Legitimize
basic economic research at the universities. I am merely suggesting that,
just as firms and governments may have an incentive to cooperate in "econdmic
feasibility" projects, they may have an incentive to cooperate in research
with a broader and longer term perspective.

Change is taking place in the marine environment. We can do several
things: continue to look at it on a species-by-species, firm-by-firm basis
and be a part of the change; wait unti3. we have enough data on aquacultuzal
production and then describe what has happened; look at the broad. implication



af aquaculture as an i~portent institution-changing phenomenon and forecast
its consequences on resource allocation and income distribution questions.

I submit that there is a rale for all three but feel we may be short-changing
,the third. In my view, the opportunity costs of continuing to do sa are high.
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APPEiVDIY VI

DATA CONSTRAINTS ON AgUACULTURAL
ECONOMICS RESEARCH

John M. Gates
University of Rhode Island

Quantitative economic research presupposes the existence of data to be
analyzed. I wouLd like to direct attention to the data base fo aquacultural
economics research. Data quantity and quality are not very fascinating
topics but there are some issues to be raised and so I beg your indulgence for
a few minutes,

A. A Review of the Data Situation

Agricultural economics research. data requirements and availability
provide useful bench marks for co~parisons and contrasts with aquacultural
economics research. Traditionally micro data for agricultural economics
research came from either  l! farm surveys, �! farm account books or
�! experi~ental data. Each of these types of data has its advantages
and disadvantages, but it is unquestionably true that a wealth of each has
been accumulated over time. Aggregate agricultural economics data such as
production, major stock and flow resource inputs, prices, etc. are compiled
by numerous public agencies but mostly by the Department of Agriculture
 USDA! and by research supparted by Agricultural Experiment Stations. Such
data is available yearly, by region, state, county, major commodities, etc.

Let us contrast this with the current and foreseeable situation in
aquacultural economics. With the exception of the catfish industry one
can count on one's fingers the number of published studies based on farm
surveys and I know of none based on fish farm account books. Mast of the
literature on costs and revenues, including my own, has therefore been
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synthesized in large part from experimental data from public operations ~

Synthetic proIections certainly have their place particularly in projecting

changes such as new technology for which there exists no observable com-

mercial counterpart. Ultimately, however, they suffer from the defect

that one must have empirical, real world verification of benchmark parameters

and assumptions. Traditionally these benchmarks in agricultural economics

were readily available from surveys and farm accounts.

As far as aggregative analyses of aquaculture are concerned, the

terrain is even more barren. Where can one look, for example, for even a

rudimentary supply-demand analysis of cultured products  as opposed to

similar products derived from the. capture fisheries!. This of course is no

accident - no data exists on which to base such analyses. As far as l know,

no public agency is planning to rectify this si.tuation.

3. Some Reasons for the Status Quo

Several interacting factors have contributed to the status quo,

Among these are:  l! heterogeneity of the aquacultural "industry",

�! industry structure, �! nascence of the industry and �! diffused

public sector responsibilities and competing priorities.

The only common bi.ological denominator to be found in

the aquacultural industry is that it involves man's deliberate

intervention in. one or more stages i.n the life cycles of aquatic

organisms. Perhaps the common economic denominator is product

prices which are relatively high compared to prices for other

aquatic organisms which are not cultured. A minimal list of
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species  actually groups of species! would include trout,
salmon, clams, oysters, scallops, lobster, shrimp, shiners

I

bluegills, catfish. This list is not long but the resource
requirement represented in it are extremely diverse. This
implies that there is very little substitutibility for stocks
of cultural and economic knowledge.

The atomistic structure of agriculture and a Iong historv
of public agricultural research and extension made it relatively
easy to accumulate information, including economic, via surveys
and farm account books, Vithin aquaculture, the various species
are cultured by small numbers of firms many of whom are zealouslv
protective of what they consider to be proprietary information.
The fact that we have had few services to offer by way of reci-
procity has certainly not helped, The public sector is also very
active in aquaculture via state and federal hatchery programs.
It is in principle, at least, easier to obtain micro data from
such public operations than from the private sector. Aggregate
d ata could also be compiled on outputs and expenditures. There
are obvious problems in converting physical outputs into value,
b ut these are not insurmountable. The point is that. these types
of data. are not readily available except for internal use of
the public agency and little effort is made to summarize and analyze
the data which does exist.
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3. Nascence

The current intense interest in aquaculture is perhaps

not a birth but a rebirth. Commercial trout culture in New

England dates back at least a century. Oyster culture on

private lease grounds in Long Island Sound are of comparable

vintage. This rebirth has been associated with an almost euphoric

view of the future role of aquatic  especially marine! biota in

feeding the undernourished of the world. I think anyone who

investigates aquaculture is soon disabused of this romantic

conception. It is fair to say, however, that the current stock

of knowledge and data base concerning aquaculture is at a par

with nineteenth century agriculture in large part because inter-

est in improving the status quo is quite recent.

4. Public Sector

Substantial public sector responsibilities for aquacultural

programs exist in at least three federal departments: Commerce,

Interior, and Agriculture. In addition, of course, there are.

numerous state counterparts. There is, therefore, considerable

diffusion of responsibilities based on specific programs, species,

resource characteristics etc. Sea Grant, for example, is interested

only in mariculture. The National Narine Fisheries Service  MfPS!

nominally has a memorandum of agreement with Agriculture  USDA!

which delegates aquacultural responsibilities to NMFS. Yet, the

best examples of solid aquacultural economics research are associated

with the Soil Conservation Service in USDA and various Agricultural
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Experiment Stations. In addition, the priority within NMFS
for the foreseeable future will be extended fisheries furf.sdiction.
None of these agencies has a data collection program which even re-
motely approaches the detail of our general data series in Com-
merce or USDA. Furthermore, this Balkanization of responsi-
bilities implies that we are unlikely to see research funds
emanating from these agencies to support comprehensive analyses
and farm management service programs by Universities. Sea Grant
may support a farm survey of salmon mariculture but not of fresh
water Lrout farmers despite the fact that the two groups overlap
in various ways such as fingerling supplies, feed sources, and
markets.

C. Some Implications

ln view of what has been said, it seems clear that we need more data
deri.ved from actual operating experience of aquaculturists. This will not
be easy but it would be facilitated if we can begin offering services to
aquaculturists such as recordkeeping and analysis, farm management assist-
ance, etc.

It also seems clear that there is a need for a data collection system
within the federal bureaucracy. Data to be collected should include
physical inputs; production products, prices, etc. Zt should also compile
some of the institutional information to which professor Johnston has re-
ferred so that one could begin to assess the impacts on supplies and prices
of altering property rights.
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It is also clear that there is not a coherent national aquacultural

policy. There is rather a collection of programs and policies diffused

among several agencies. It would seem that there is therefore, a need

for some policy oriented research as well as the farm management types

of studies which have predominated in the past.
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SELECTED 'QU 4' ULTUPZ ECO!;Gt'.ICS PU3' ICZTIf.:.'S
APPE:RADIX VI,I. I

The Commercial Producrion of To minnows -- A Preliminar Economic
Analysts

tlawaii Inst . of Marine Biology, Honolulu. tie rrick, Samffel F. Jr.,
Bald~in, '4ayne J. January 1975. Report Number UNlttl-SG-AR-75 � 02.

In an ef fort to provide alternative supplies of live- baitfish suitable
for use in the skipjack tuna  ist>ery, researchers have been investigating
the feaSibi lity Of rearing the tOpminnOw  POeCilia vit tata! uSing higt2-
density cult»ral techffiqffes. Topminnows thrive and reproduce under a variety
of rnvironmental con 'itions. Ilroods produced hy females kept in the proto-
type breeding pond contained significantly larger numbers tlban those produced
by their counterparts in the wild. Newly released younp were removed from
the breedinp pond on a regular schedule' and grew to baitfish size withi.n
three months. 5!ortaiities were exceptionally low. The cost of producing
totrminnows are substantially lower' t lian the costs of capturing live bait.
The topminnows may oe sold to the skipjack tuna fistiermen at a price low
enough to assure the fishermen of a profit af ter expenses.

Cult ivat ion of Frestbwater Prawn "tdacrobrachium,"

Louisiana State Univ., Baton Rouge. Department of Food Science.
Meyers, S. P. December 2, 1974. Pub. in Peecsruffs, u46 n49, 2 Dec 14,

Prawns  or f reshwater shrimp! are beinp studied as ma,'or candidates for
eronomical! y-oriented aftuacultural enterprises. Interest in commercial
exploitation of prawns is larpely due to the 1lesirable characteristics of
tt>e species including fast growth rate. Cultivation practices are being
considered along two ge»eral lines - intensive pond culture in an optimal
temperature area and confined tank or intensive culture structures with
controllable environment. Both approaches pose separate maintenance or
managerial problems. Tl>e cannioalistic nature of prawn is a critical.
factor in intensive cultivation under closed conditioning. Studies into
feed costs, feeding rates, diet development, and management of grow-out
facilities are in their early stages. Little reliable data are available
concerning price and demand for prawn.

On ttie Hariculture of the Florida Seaweed "Euct~euma isiforme"

University of South Florida, Tampa. Dept. of Bi.ology. Dawes, Clinton J.
August 74. Florida Sea Grant - 5.

A proposal is made for tlute mariculture of Eucheuma isiforme, a red alga
belonging to tt>e order Cigartinales, and containinp the commerc- ally
important phycocolloid iota-carr ageenan. Support for ttie proposal is drafu
from presently known biological informarion of Florida Eucheuma and present
mariculture practices for other red algae including species of Eucneuma of
the central Pacific.
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Economic exploitation of Plorida Eucheuma is also supported by the
increasing demand for iota carrageennn and the depletion of depletion
of natural populat.ions of phycocolloid bearing seaweeds. A comparison
of yields from tank and field culture of Eucheuma fragments indicates
that a value of $9.72/sq m/yr would be obtained from clean, washed,
and dried plant grow~ in tanks while only $0.16 /sq m/yr would be obtained
f rom field grown material.

Nariculture Potentials in Estuarine Oil-Pi eline Canals.

Nicholls State Univ., Thibodaux, LA. Dept. of Biological Sciences.
Kilgen, Ronald H., Uarris, Alva fl. 1973. 3ncluded in Proceedings of
Annual Session of the Gulf and Caribbean Pisheries Inst. �6th!, New Orleans,
LA, 29 Oct-1 .'lov 73.

Rotenone samples of estuarine oil-pipeline canals in Louisiana showed that
natural standing crops of harvestabie fin-fishes ranged from 133 to 369
kilograms per hectare, with an average minimum wholesa]e value of $38,SO
per hectare. Trawl samples indicated an abundance of blue crabs, and that
white, pink and bro~~ shrimp overwintered in these canals. Salinities ranged
from 2.0 to 25 parts per thousand. Potential nfariculture uses of these
canals are discussed, involving polyculture of naturally occurring species
of fishes, mollusks and crustaceans, along with cage culture of catfish,
pompano, and other species. Problems associated with pipeline mariculture
are discussed.

The Commercial Crawf is h Indus tr of South Louisiana.

Louisiana State Univ., Baton Rouge, LA. Center for' Wetland Resources.
�08 059! . Gary, Don L. January 1974. LSU -SC � 74-01

The crawfish enterprise of south Louisiana has expanded as much as eighteen-
fold since the 1950's. It was estimated in 1973 that there were about
44 ~ 000 acres of managed crawfish ponds. Of the 334 ponds identified and
mapped in this report, 231 are classed as open ponds, 45 as rice field
ponds, and 58 as swamp ponds. The total Louisiana harvest of crawfish is
estimated to about ll million pounds annually valued at about $2.2 million.
Increases in crawfish production and harvest, however, will probably de-
pend upon further research leading to improvement of the crustacean,
especially for greater percentage of edible meat; development of markets
for crawfish waste; research leading to more ef ficier t processing and longer
storage time in retail markets; and a more stable, adequate price to pro-
vide the economic incentive.  Modified author abstract!



A uacultuze in New !'.nr land.

Rhode Island Univ., Vinpston, R.I. marine Advisory Service.Cates, J.!!., Hatthiesscn, G.C., Criscom, C.A. I974. Harine-TR-18
The z'eport is concerned with the present potential for, and limitationson, aquaculture in t' he New England region. It was found that, at t' hepresent time, those species appearing to have the greatest potential forcommercial culture in New England are the American oyster, hard clam, bayscallop, American lobster and silver  Coho! salmon. The fizsc four areindigenous to the New England area, while experimental introductions havedemonstrated the ability of the silvez' salmon to thrive in this region ~F urthermore, a technology exists for culturing these five species throughall stages of their life cycles to marketable size.

The Haricuiture Potential of Clam Farmin

Florida State Univ., Tallahassee. Dept. of Oceanography. Henzel. ~ Winston.1971. Pub. in the Ameri.can Fish Farmer, p8-l4 � Jul. 71.
On the basis of experience gained in quahog clam mariculture, the authorrecommends the need for a well equipped hatchery-, the use of Fl hybrid betweennorthern and southern species foz' seed clams, adequate predator control,planting densities of not over 50/sq ft, and preliminary trial plantingsfor evaluation, Proper site selection is a critical factor. The siteshould have no extremes in salinity and temperature with salinity above 25ppt. The site sould be devoid of pollution, have a substrate of mud-sandand the area should be protected from continual wave action. Currents notonly bzing in renew supplies of food but also disperse the waste products soit is recommended there be some current. Estimates of costs and profits areincluded.

The Feasibilit of Brine Shrim Production on Christmas Island.
Hawaii Univ., Honolulu. Sea Grant Program. !!elfrich, Philip,� Ball, JohnBerger,-Andrew, Bienfang, Paul,-Cattail, S. Allen. July 1973. UNIHI-SG-TR-73-02.

Christmas Island, in t!re equatorial Pacific, was chosen as a potential sitef or Artemia salina culture primarily because it possesses a number of desira-ble attributes including some 500 hypersaline lakes and sublagoons coveringmore than 60 square miles. It is located in a relatively low-rainfall zonewith a favorable potential for support facilities, and an inexpensive laborforce. The study indicated that the imposition of proper management couldresult in a continuous high yield of brine shrimp and their eggs in thatenvironment.
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An Annotated Bibliography for Econom:, Lvalua:io»s of the Ac uaculrure
of Selected Crustaceans and .'Ic Llusks.

California Univ., San Diego, La Jol!n. Inst. of Marine Resources.
Johnston, Warren E., Collingsworth, Don W. Aug l973. INR-74-3 Sea Grant
Pub-2-

The report represents a selective, working bibliography of sources of
economic data and of previous economic analyses relating to the aquaculture
of selected crustaceans and mollusks. It is primarily focused on the north-
ern lobster, but it also contains selected references for the spiny Lobster,
and certain species of crabs, oyster, shrimp and prawns. One hundred and
eleven items are included. {Author!

The Commercial reasibilitv of Rearin Vom ano "Trachinotus carolinus"
 Linnaeus! i» Ca es.

Miami Univ., Florida. Sea Grant Institutional Program. Smith, Theodore
Isaac Joques. January 1973. Sea Grant Technical Bull-26

The University of Miami has been actively involved in developing pompano
farming as a viable industry, both through its research programs and its
consultations with companies involved with pompano-rearing. Objectives
of this project were to assess the suitabi.lity of cages for raising pompano
and to measure growth and mortality at stocking densities that would be
likely in a commercial operation. This paper presents the results of the
above investigation and, on the basis of data collected and observations made,
discusses the problems and future af pompano farming as a potential industry.

The Ca e Culture of Some Marine Fishes in the Intake and Dischar e Canals
of a Steam-Electric Generatin Station Galvest.on Ua Texas.

Texas A&M Univ., College Station. Dept. of Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences.
Marcello, Rocco Anthony Jr. Seprember 1972. TAMV-SG-72-206.

Croaker  Hicropogon undulatus!, pinfisversodon rhomboides!, pompano
 Trachinotus carolinus!, white mullet  Mugil curema!, pigfish {Qrthropristis
chrysoptera!, Gulf kingfish  Menticirrhus littoraLis!, silver perch
 Bairdiella chrysura!, spot  Leiostomus xanthurus!, and black drum
 Pogonias cromis! were stocked in cages in the intake canal, and croaker,
pinfish, and pompano were stocked in cages in the discharge canal of the
P. H. Robinson Generating Stati.on on Galveston Hay, Texas, to determine
survival, food conservation, length-weight relationship, condition, and
growth.  Author!
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hn«t u f.u.   Lb4 500!,,!avid son, Jack R. 1971 9p, In-
cluded in Proceedini;s: >'ational Sea Grant Conference �th! ~ Oct 71,
p75-82, CO.f-73-1011'. OP&-72102701-3.

Special problems hearing on tfic selection of a<font ic animals for culture
are brie.'1 y discussed. Development problems hindering tfie growth of
aquacultu.e into an economically viable industry are discussed. The
reed for inter-disciplinary cooperation in finding an early solution is
empfiasized.  Author!

Proceedin s: National Sea Grant Conferenc �th! ffeld in Madison,
f'isconsin 12-13 Oc ober 1971.

Wisconsin Univ., Madison. Sea Grant Program. Weimer, Linda,"Burroughs,
Thomas,� Katrel, Jennie. C0394J4 FI.D: 6F, 6C, SA, 78, 86M USGRDR7306,
13 Oct 71 262p. Rept Ho: WIS-SG-72-112 � Monitor: NOAA-72102701.

The genera 1 sessions Real with economic versus environmental considerations.
Aquaculture is treated in terms of economic factors nnd ongoing research.
The Advisory Services sessions focus on the defi.nition of the concept,
services of fered, and mass communication techniques. Norwegian Advisory
Services are descrihed. Coastal zone managemenr. concepts are presented;
tlute role of Sea Grant and university cooperation are discussed. Some
of the legal-economic aspects of fisheries are viewed in light of recent
draf t legislation. 'The final session deals with training and education
in ocean engineering.  Author!

 *Ocea»of;raphy, Natural resources!,  *natural resources,
Management-planning- f isfierics,-aquacu' cure,-Law  Jurisprudence!,

marine engineer ing, environments, ecology, consulting ser vices .

Descriptors:
Management!,
en g in eer ing,

Ident if iers: Sea Grant Program, Coastal Zone Management

COM-73-10115 � ITIS Prices: PCS3.00/MF$0.95.

The Develo ment of Closed S stem 0 ster Culture.

Delaware Univ., 5ewnrk. Coll. of Marine Studies. >Iaurer, Don. Aug. 73.
Dl'.L-SG-4-73 Contrib-74. Published in Uuil. of American Halacological Union,I
Inc. Feb 72 5p.

-39-

The article describes an aquaculture demonstration project under preparation
by the Univer sity's aq»ac»lture group. The project involves the production of
commercial size oysters using an optimal combination of closed and semi-closed
systems. 'The system wi ll be designed to provide for production tesring of other
organisms as new target species evlove from the researc . A 'A b r i e f outline o f
the scheme is set forth. Tt is expected to provide a sound minimum level to
determine the technics] and economic feasibility of seal ngli a c ont rolled ha tch-

ery process to commercial production. A pilot sfiellf ish hatchery has been
designed and property acquisition fleas been arranged in a former oyster depura-
tion plant and renovation is in progress,



Bar dacll, John E., er el., Aquaculture: Tlie parminn and ll»sbandrv of
Freshl'ater .ind llarine orl anistis, New York: wiley-lnterscience, a division
of John Wiley and Sons I,nc., 1972

An S68 page volume which provides a world-wide, species by species
illustr ated description of all aquatic plants and animals that are
cultivated for' food. ".ethods of cultivation are described. The
authors include biological and ecological considerations of the organ-
isms, the current and projected state-of-the-art of their cultivation
and yields, diseases, and other problems. General principles and
economics are dealt with in the first chapter.

Bret t, J. R., ct al., A Brief on llariculture, Ottawa: Fisheries Research
Board of Canada, Technical Report Ho. 301, 1972.

This is a collection of research pipers dealing with the' marine
aquaculture of fish and invertebrates, its present starus and potential.

One paper deals specifically with the culturing of lobsters  Homarus
allleriCan«s!, sllmmarizing findingS in this way: "Some preliminary
answers to questions bearing on decisions o engage in a study of
lobster culture are available. Lobsters can be mated, hatched, and
reared in captivity. >lowever, their rate of growth is slow, and
mortality on a mass culture basis is high. There is evidence indicating
that both can be improved by manipulation of the animal and the environ-
ment but there are some important economic factor's to be considered;

paper! using preSenr metl3odS iS much too high. Better engineering,
biological and environmental optimizing are realistic objectives,

around $1.00 to $1.50/lb. to West Coast wholesale distributor,
3. Ilemand vill probably exceed supply by 20 million pounds per year
or more over the next decade." Included in the report  p. 43! is a
partial listing of major companies and consultants actively engaged
'n mariculture programs  exclusive of oyster growers!.

Iourth blational Sea Grant Conference, Madison, Wisconsin, University of
W'sconsin, Sea Grant Publication WIS-SG-112, October 12-13, 1971, pp. 75-82.

"iscusses economic studies needed as aquaculrure develops especiallv
emp'nasizing the importance of the developmen of good economic data from
the beginning of an aquaculture project.

Cauc'~ er, homas A.  Ediror!, A uaculture A New En land Vers ective
Narragansett, Rhode Island: Hew England Marine Resources Information Program,
19?1, '19 p,,

' repor based on recommendations and key documents from a 1970 con-
ference conducted by the Research institute of the Gulr of Ha ne o �,. ~ -;.
dor aquaculture in Northern New England. State-of-the-art of cultivation,
favorable and unf avorab le characteristics for commercial culture, and



consumprion estimates to the year 2 a GOO are given for molluscs,crustacea and selected finfish, Legal aspects are also discussed.ExcellenC appendix of zeferences.

Jones, Walter, "Commercial Fish Farming: liow to Cet Started," Tile AmericanFish Farmer, Little Rock, Arkansas: Vol. II No. 2, January 1970,  Also inDecember L972!.

Convenient checklist of economic, management, marketing, productionand physicaI. factors which are important to the commercial success ofan aquacultural enterprise.

>lcNeil, William J., Narine A uaculture Selected Pa ers, Conference on MarfneAquiculture OSU Marine Science Center, 1968, Cprvaiiis, Oregon State UniversityPress, 1970.

of papersThe prfmary emphasis of this series is biological. The one economicpaper deals with common property problems.  See Scott, Anthony citation!
Ryrher, John ll. and John Bardach. The SLatus and Fotentfal of AquacultureParticularly Invertebrate and Algae Culture, Vol. I, parC I, "The Status andPotential of Aquaculture",' Part II, "Invertebrate and Algae Culture,"PB 1777 767, U. S. Depart ment of Commerce 8 National Technical InformationService, Hay I968.

The report deals with the status of aquaculture in today's world withremarks on its potential contribution to the war on hunger. Aquaculturemay not only be greatly expanded, but its yields will be increasedappreciably by use of modern science and technology.
Scott, Anthony, "Economic Obstacles to 'larine Development."Willia~ J. HCHeil  Editor!, Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon VnfveL970, pp. L53-L67.

ress,

Discusses thr ee chief impediments to the economic development of marineaquaculture: I. Absence of strong demand for high cost aquacultureproducts except for luxuries, 2. Absence of property or sovereigntyinstitutions in national waters, 3. Absence of property or sovereigntyor sovezeignty institutions in international waters.
Unf ted Nations, FAO A uacui ture BulleCin, Rome: Food and Agriculture OrganizationDepartment of Fisheries, Fisher Resource Division, Published quarterly.

A quaz tezly news digest of aquaculture research and develop nent. It isLargely prepared on the basis of contributions from correspondent's andzesearch and development agencies. Fach issue carries a section onrecent publicatfons; each entz.y is annotated.  Previously FAQ FisheriesBulletin!,  Quar terly since January I, L954! .
!'ebber, !1arold H., "Hariculcure." 8ioac-'ense, 18 �01. �9681.pp. 940-5.

A non-technical essay which describes the potential of mariculture ofmolluscs, crustaceans, and finfish. The author reviews current majorculture projects throughout the world.



Webber, Harold H., The Design of an A~]uacultural Enterprise,"
Proccedin s of the Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute Tvent' � fourth

Annual Session, Miami, Florida: University of Miami, School of Marine
and Atmospheric Science, November 1971, pp. ll7-125.

Convenient checklist of ecological, economic, political, legal and
social factors which are important in selectin'g a site for an
aquaculture project.

Yee, W. C., "Thermal Aquaculture: Engineering and Economics," Environmental
Science and Technolo, 6 �!, �972!, pp. 232-7.

The essay discusses the potential of warm ~ster aquaculture, using
thermal ef fluents from electric power stations. Some estimates of
cost of production of such facilities are included, however, deriva-
tion of the estimates is not explicitly defined. The author deals
principally with shrimp culture.

McLeese, D. W., Initial Ex eriments on Growth of the American Lobster in
C~aitivi~t, Ot tawa: Fisheries Research Board of Canada, Technical Report No.
320, 1972.

A report on the Canadian experiments which were star'ted in 1963 to
study the growth of lobsters  Homarus americanus! weighing from 0.6 to
1,0 lbs. through at least one moult in captivity. Main factors
investigated were temperature, feeding rate, diet; sex and protection
for individual lobsters. Their conclusion was that it is not economically
feasible to grow spring-caught lobster of 0.6 to 1.0 lb. through a moult
in captivity. For culture to be economically feasible, better methods
are required to virtually eliminate mortality and mutilations, to
produce maximum weight increments following a moult, to promote early
moulting and to maintain maximum moulting frequency.

Shang, Yung Cheng, Lconomic Feasibility of Fresh '4ater Prawn Farming in Hawaii,
Honolulu, Hawaii: University of Hawaii, Economic Research Center, June 1972,
49 pp

Evaluation of economic feasibilit'y of Macrobrachium Rosenbergii pro-
duction in Hawaii. Cost studies for the harchery were done for two
sources of ~ater supply, rhree production Levels and five discount rates.
Capital and operating costs are calculated for 10, 50, 100 and 150 acre
rearing facilities. Estimates of potential market demand and price are
also made.

Anderson, Lee G. and Durbin C. Tabb, "Some Economic Aspects of Pink Shrimp
Farming in Florida", Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute, Proceedin s of
the 23rd Annual Session, University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida, June 1971,
pp. 113-24.

Study estimates the internal rate of return for each of six types of
operations of various land characteristics. Estimates were made for
both food and bait markets for shrimp. Study concludes that currently
food shrimp farming is not profitable at any level of operation at any



land prices. Included is a secti on on the eFCects of shrimp farming
on the price af shrimp, usinp demand elms cicities far shrimp computed
by Bureau of Commercial Fisheries in 1970.

Sielken R. L., et al., Extended Results on 0 timal Investment Strate iesin Shrim Farmin, T&K-SG-72-211, Sea Grant Pcagram, Texas AAH University,December 19 7 2 .

A method of obtaining optimal investmenc strategies for the shrimp
fisherman is developed and illustrated. Basis for the method is a
deterministic optimal control madel of shrimp fishing firm. The
method may be used to obtain guidelines for the shrimp industry in
general ar an individual firm. Computer'..casts to an individual seekingguidelines for his specif.c fishing enviqanment and initial asset posi-
tion should generally be less than S25 per year. Three numerical
examples are discussed.

Subrahmanyam, C.. and C. ft. Oppenheimer, "The influence of Feed Levels an
the Gra>th of Grooved Penoeid Shrimp in Nariculcure, "Praceedin of the First
Annual <<arksho <world Agriculture Saciet, James W. hvaul t Jr., Edmond
Baudreaux, Ldmande Jaspers  Editors!, Baton Rouge, Louisiana: Division of
Conti.nuing Education, Louisiana State University, 1971, pp. 91-95.

Various sizes of grooved penaeid shrimp were fed 5 and 10 percent
of their body weight. Discusses weight and Length increases, mortality
and conversian ratios, An economical, "best growth" feed Level is
discussed.
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